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Cochlear implants can successfully restore hearing in profoundly deaf individuals and enable speech
comprehension. However, the acoustic signal provided is severely degraded and, as a result, many
important acoustic cues for perceiving emotion in voices and music are unavailable. The deficit of
cochlear implant users in auditory emotion processing has been clearly established. Yet, the extent to
which this deficit and the specific cues that remain available to cochlear implant users are unknown due
to several confounding factors.

Here we assessed the recognition of the most basic forms of auditory emotion and aimed to identify
which acoustic cues are most relevant to recognize emotions through cochlear implants. To do so, we
used stimuli that allowed vocal and musical auditory emotions to be comparatively assessed while
controlling for confounding factors. These stimuli were used to evaluate emotion perception in cochlear
implant users (Experiment 1) and to investigate emotion perception in natural versus cochlear implant
hearing in the same participants with a validated cochlear implant simulation approach (Experiment 2).

Our results showed that vocal and musical fear was not accurately recognized by cochlear implant
users. Interestingly, both experiments found that timbral acoustic cues (energy and roughness) correlate
with participant ratings for both vocal and musical emotion bursts in the cochlear implant simulation
condition. This suggests that specific attention should be given to these cues in the design of cochlear
implant processors and rehabilitation protocols (especially energy, and roughness). For instance, music-
based interventions focused on timbre could improve emotion perception and regulation, and thus
improve social functioning, in children with cochlear implants during development.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Cochlear implants (CI) can successfully restore some sense of
hearing in profoundly deaf individuals. After intensive rehabilita-
tion, most users can reach a sufficient level of speech comprehen-
sion. However, the acoustic signal provided by the device is
severely degraded, and the frequency resolution is poor. As a result,
CI users are less accurate at discriminating pitch patterns (Gfeller
cal Center, Neurology, Palmer
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and Lansing, 1992, 1991; Hopyan et al., 2012) and identifying
pitch changes or direction (Gfeller et al., 2002a; Laneau et al., 2004)
than normal hearing controls.

Recognizing vocal and musical emotional expressions requires,
in part, processing specific acoustic cues (Juslin and Laukka, 2003),
most of which are based on pitch. Thus, perceiving emotion
conveyed through vocal intonations (prosody) and through music
is highly challenging for CI users (Nakata et al., 2012; Wang et al.,
2013). As opposed to normal hearing individuals who seem to
rely on pitch mean (or mode: Hopyan et al., 2016), CI users are
biased toward using pitch range cues, which are known to be less
salient (Gilbers et al., 2015). Fortunately, they do not need to rely
only on pitch (Cullington and Zeng, 2010) to perceive prosody and
music. Other non-pitch based cues can also convey emotions
tion perception for cochlear implants users, Hearing Research (2018),
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(Gabrielsson and Lindstr€om, 2001; Gosselin et al., 2015), and these
cues, such as temporal (e.g. rate, rhythm) and spectro-temporal
(e.g. timbre) variations, are known to be used by CI users,
although to a lesser degree than normal hearing individuals (Gfeller
et al., 2002c; Kong et al., 2004; Looi et al., 2012). CI users' timbre
discrimination abilities do not seem directly related to their speech
perception ability, but do correlate with cognitive measures of
sequential processing (Gfeller et al., 2002c).

CI users can discriminate happy from sad auditory emotions and
identify them above chance, but not as well as normal hearing
controls (Hopyan et al., 2012; Stabej et al., 2012; Volkova et al.,
2013). In a study by Ambert-Dahan et al. (2015), CI users identi-
fied musical emotions (happiness, sadness, threat and peaceful-
ness) from piano excerpts, but demonstrated deficits in perceiving
arousal (relaxing/stimulating) in musical excerpts, whereas ratings
of valence (negative/positive) remained unaffected. Judgments of
emotional dimensions (arousal, valence) of stimuli do not seem to
be uniformly impaired in CI users (Ambert-Dahan et al., 2015).
Similar results were observed by Whipple et al. (2015), using
slightly different emotions (happiness, sadness, anger, disgust and
fear), performed on the violin. Their CI group completed the task
with significantly less accuracy than normal hearing control and
performed above chance on most emotions, with specifically
poorer performance for anger and disgust.

Although a deficit in auditory emotion processing has been
clearly established in CI users (e.g. Wang et al., 2011; Wiefferink
et al., 2013, 2012), the extent of this deficit is uncertain. Several
confounding factors may have led to an underestimation of the
deficit because previous studies have used complex stimuli, either
vocal (spoken sentences) or musical (songs). Factors such as se-
mantics and language (for vocal stimuli), tempo (for musical
stimuli), duration and context may interact with non-affective
processing systems and may contain redundancy that could make
emotion recognition easier (Paquette et al., 2013). Hence, a neces-
sary step to further study fundamental auditory emotion process-
ing in CI users is to test basic emotions in their most primitive
expressions (Lehmann and Paquette, 2015). Minimizing the role of
confounding factors is also a key step in addressing two important
issues in the literature. First, how CI users are able to perceive
emotions (apart from visual cues) despite their lack of access to
many critical pitch-based cues has not been determined. Which
cues do they rely on and what explains the large inter-individual
variability? The second issue is concerned with the direct com-
parison of musical and vocal emotion processing in CI users. Music
and voice are hard to compare because of many confounding fac-
tors and also because voice has continuous pitch, whereas most
music studies on emotion employ the piano, which has discrete
pitches.

The goal of this study is to address these important questions by
assessing the recognition of the most basic form of auditory
emotion in CI users (first experiment) and evaluating the effect of CI
processing on emotion perception by comparing cochlear implant
simulation and normal hearing conditions in the same individuals
(second experiment). In doing this, we aimed to identify which
acoustic cues are most relevant for CI users to recognize emotion.
For these experiments, we used validated sound stimuli that allow
an assessment of the basic auditory emotions while controlling for
the confounding factors mentioned above and permitting the most
direct comparison between voice and music. The Montreal Affec-
tive Voices (MAV) (Belin et al., 2008) are non-speech vocalizations
(e.g., screams, laughter) depicting basic emotions that are funda-
mental to human communication (Scherer, 1986). They consist of
short vocal interjections on the vowel/a/expressing basic emotions;
they have minimal semantic information and minimal interaction
Please cite this article in press as: Paquette, S., et al., Musical and vocal emo
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with linguistic processes (Bestelmeyer et al., 2010). The Musical
Emotional Bursts (MEB; Paquette et al., 2013) are designed to be the
musical counterparts of the MAV and they consist of a few notes
expressing basic musical emotion. They are similar to vocal stimuli
because they use continuous pitch instruments (clarinet or violin,
which have a seamless progression between notes). Because these
stimuli have been validated (Belin et al., 2008; Paquette et al., 2013)
and successfully used previously (Paquette et al., 2018), we can
perform a well-controlled acoustic analysis and correlate the
acoustic cues with participants' emotional recognition. Acoustic
cues (both pitch- and non-pitch-based) known to affect emotional
recognition in music and voice were quantified for each stimulus
(Juslin and Laukka, 2003; Quarto et al., 2014): (1) Timbral cues:
brightness (amount of energy above 3000Hz; Juslin, 2000), energy
(root mean square; RMS) and roughness (beating); (2) Pitch cues:
minimum, maximum and average pitch and (3) A temporal cue:
rate of Spectral Information Change (SIC: Rogalsky et al., 2011;
Sharda et al., 2015).

In the second study, in order to evaluate the effect of CI pro-
cessing in the same individuals, we use a validated cochlear
implant simulation approach. Vocoding algorithms have been
successfully employed to simulate the auditory signal degradation
through a CI in normal hearing individuals; their use for perception
research has been validated for both speech (Fu and Nogaki, 2005;
Nogaki et al., 2007; Poissant et al., 2006; Qin and Oxenham, 2003)
and music (Cousineau et al., 2010; Limb, 2006; Moore and Tan,
2003). Furthermore, this approach provides easier access to a
larger number of homogeneous participants (Driscoll et al., 2009;
Poissant et al., 2006). Because participants hear through cochlear
implants for the first time, this has the added benefit of limiting the
variability commonly observed in CI users, which is partly related
to training outcomes.

Based on previous studies, we expected reduced emotion
recognition accuracy and impaired arousal judgments in the
cochlear implant users and in the simulation condition, when
compared to the normal hearing condition. In terms of relevant
acoustic cues, we expected that the quantified value of certain
acoustic cues that do not entirely rely on pitch (temporal cues and
timbral cues) would correlate with participants' emotional
judgments.

2. Experiment 1: cochlear implant users

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants
Eleven Portuguese-speaking CI users (six females) between the

ages of 21 and 63 (M¼ 49.0) were recruited through the cochlear
implant clinic in S~ao Paulo and gave written informed consent.
Participants were all post-lingually deafened, had received their
unilateral implant a minimum of 21 months previously (M¼ 56,5
months), and had a minimum of twelve active electrodes at the
time of the experiment (detailed information on participants is
presented in Table 1). Participants had a minimum of nine years of
education. Their speech recognition was assessed with an open-set
test in which 25 Portuguese monosyllabic words were presented
without any visual cues at a comfortable level (inspired by Turgeon
et al., 2014). Participants were asked to verbally repeat what they
heard. The dependent variable was the percentage of words
correctly repeated. Each phoneme included in a word had to be
properly repeated. The performance on this task determined the
proficiency of speech recognition (see Table 1 for each participants'
score). The ethics committee of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences at
the University of Montr�eal approved the research protocol.
tion perception for cochlear implants users, Hearing Research (2018),



Table 1
Cochlear Implant users' demographic information and their implant characteristics.

Age Speech recognition
score (McGill protocol)

Length of hearing
deprivation (years)

Length of CI use (years) CI model # of active electrodes Speech processor Coding strategy

CI_1a 63 96 28 2.4 FREEDOM 22 N5 ACE
CI_2 59 52 8 6.2 FREEDOM 22 N5 ACE
CI_3 39 96 11 7.7 FREEDOM 22 N5 ACE
CI_4 43 84 3 2.3 SONATA 12 OPUS2 FS4
CI_5 53 96 1 10.0 NUCLEUS24 22 N6 ACE
CI_6 46 72 10 1.7 DIGISONIC SP 17 SAPHYR CRYSTALLIS
CI_7 62 80 21 5.4 FREEDOM 22 FREEDOM ACE
CI_8 58 64 23 4.1 FREEDOM 22 FREEDOM ACE
CI_9a 42 84 22 3.2 FREEDOM 22 FREEDOM ACE
CI_10 53 92 4 7.0 FREEDOM 22 N6 ACE
CI_11a 21 20 14 3.5 FREEDOM 20 N5 ACE

Group Mean 49.0 76.0 13.2 4.9 e 20.5 e e

a Use contralateral hearing aids in their daily life - but participated in the protocol without.
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2.1.2. Stimuli
One hundred and twenty stimuli were used: 40 short (M¼ 1.3 s)

vocal emotional interjections from the MAV (Belin et al., 2008) and
80 (40 clarinet, 40 violin) short musical bursts (a few notes,
M¼ 1.6s) from theMEB (Paquette et al., 2013). Each category (voice,
clarinet, and violin) contained ten stimuli per emotion (happiness,
sadness, fear, neutrality). For each stimulus category, the ‘neutral’
stimuli were performed with the intention of not expressing any
emotion.
2.1.3. Procedure
Participants sat in an audiometric testing booth and were pre-

sented with the auditory stimuli in a pseudo-random order. The
main task was programmed using Psychtoolbox (Kleiner et al.,
2007), and the sound was presented through loudspeakers at
70 dB SPL. After listening to each excerpt, participants rated them
on seven different continuous horizontal visual analogue scales
without visual increments (15,5 cm on screen, with 100 data
recording points) using an HP laptop computer with a mouse for
input. On the first page, a scale was displayed for each emotion
(happiness, sadness, fear, and neutrality), and participants rated
from “Absent” to “Present” how much a stimulus expressed each
emotion. They then rated how confident they were about their
emotional ratings, from “Not at all confident” to “Extremely confi-
dent.” On the second page, they rated the stimulus's emotional
valence from “Extremely negative” to “Extremely positive” and its
level of arousal from “Not at all arousing” to “Extremely arousing.”
This procedure has been adapted from Gosselin et al. (2007).

During a practice run, just before the main task, participants
heard six example stimuli (not used in the experiment) to ensure
that they understood the different rating dimensions and were
familiarized with the rating interface. To minimize fatigue, partic-
ipants were given two short 10min breaks. The experiment was
self-paced, and the complete session (with other evaluations) las-
ted approximately 150min.
2.1.4. Data analysis
Our protocol was conceived tominimize collinearity by avoiding

forced choice identification which generates artificially high
recognition rates (Dunlap and Cornwell, 1994; Frank and Stennett,
2001). However, in order to focus on emotion recognition, ratings
on the four emotion scales were converted to accuracy scores by
using the highest-rated emotion for each excerpt as a proxy for the
identified emotion of that excerpt. When two emotions were rated
equally, those ratings were excluded; this only occurred for 1.9% of
all ratings. Analyses were performed using SPSS (IBM Corp., Version
Please cite this article in press as: Paquette, S., et al., Musical and vocal emo
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23.0. Armonk, NY) with a significance level of p< .05. When
applicable, a HolmeBonferroni correction formultiple comparisons
was applied.

The 120 stimuli were further analyzed and quantified for the
presence of various acoustic cues known to affect emotional judg-
ments (Juslin and Laukka, 2003; Quarto et al., 2014). Values for
timbre [brightness (i.e., amount of energy above 3000 Hz; Juslin,
2000), energy (i.e., root mean square; RMS) and roughness (i.e.,
beating)], as well as pitch values [min, mean, max] and a temporal
cue [rate of Spectral Information Change (SIC)] were extracted to
allow identification of relevant acoustic cues (average values are
presented in Table 2). The acoustical analysis of the stimuli was
performed using Matlab (Language and Computing, 2004), the
MIRtoolbox (Lartillot and Toiviainen, 2007) and Praat (Boersma,
2002).
2.2. Results

2.2.1. Accuracy
As seen in Table 3, vocal stimuli were recognized significantly

above chance (25%; all p-values< .05), with the exception of fear, t
(10)¼ 0.68, p> .05. For the musical stimuli, only the happy stimuli
were recognized significantly above chance, t (21)¼ 4.80, p< .001).
Fear and neutral stimuli were not identified above chance (p> .05),
and the sad stimuli were only marginally different from chance, t
(21)¼ 1.99, p¼ .059.
2.2.2. Arousal and valence ratings
For CI-users, two emotions seemed less ambiguously rated:

happy stimuli were generally correctly identified as a positive and
arousing emotion, and fear stimuli seemed to be correctly identi-
fied as negative (Fig. 1A).

Separate two-way within subject ANOVAs were computed for
the arousal and valence ratings. For arousal, the ANOVA with
Category (voice, music) and Emotion (happy, sad, fear, neutral)
revealed a significant Category� Emotion interaction (F (2.62,
26.16)¼ 3.34, p< .05, h2

partial¼ .25; Huynh-Feldt corrected) as well
as a main effect of Emotion (F (3, 30)¼ 7.51, p< .001, h2

partial¼ .43),
but not of Category (F (1, 10)¼ 0.27, p¼ .62, h2

partial¼ .03). To
compare arousal average ratings (within category), post hoc t-tests
were computed usingmultiple comparison correction. For CI-users,
happy and sad musical stimuli were significantly more arousing
than fear and neutral stimuli (all p-values< .04). For the vocal
stimuli, the same tendency was observed for the happy versus fear
and neutral comparisons (both p-values< .1). No other comparison
survived correction.
tion perception for cochlear implants users, Hearing Research (2018),



Table 2
Average values of extracted acoustic cues presented for each stimulus type (voice, music), emotion (happy, sad, fear, neutral) and condition (original, CI-simulated). Standard
deviations ( ±1) are presented in parentheses. Original stimuli were used in experiments one and two.

Original Voice Music

Happy Sad Fear Neutral Happy Sad Fear Neutral

Brightness 0.40 (0.06) 0.37 (0.08) 0.45 (0.19) 0.36 (0.13) 0.50 (0.17) 0.40 (0.24) 0.64 (0.19) 0.44 (0.18)
RMS energyb 0.26 (0.07) 0.32 (0.15) 0.76 (0.15) 0.71 (0.16) 0.55 (0.17) 0.63 (0.13) 0.65 (0.27) 0.91 (0.20)
Roughnessa 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.00) 0.03 (0.04) 0.04 (0.02) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.03 (0.05) 0.00 (0.01)
Min Pitch 150.89 (70.00) 148.46 (60.13) 235.93 (83.92) 153.65 (55.81) 279.34 (109.93) 261.47 (81.81) 281.41 (112.51) 351.25 (104.60)
Max Pitch 455.16 (156.19) 547.92 (78.96) 462.61 (110.46) 278.35 (177.93) 525.44 (133.88) 372.98 (140.77) 495.61 (130.60) 373.71 (115.35)
Mean Pitch 296.86 (97.20) 311.21 (83.15) 363.06 (81.37) 175.21 (70.62) 402.31 (116.12) 322.92 (97.40) 394.42 (105.61) 359.17 (106.54)
Rate of SICb 0.32 (0.07) 0.26 (0.10) 0.22 (0.04) 0.21 (0.03) 0.21 (0.05) 0.20 (0.05) 0.25 (0.11) 0.21 (0.04)

CI-simulated Voice Music

Brightness 0.51 (0.05) 0.46 (0.05) 0.51 (0.19) 0.38 (0.09) 0.56 (0.16) 0.48 (0.21) 0.68 (0.16) 0.48 (0.20)
RMS energyb 0.26 (0.07) 0.32 (0.15) 0.76 (0.15) 0.71 (0.16) 0.55 (0.17) 0.63 (0.13) 0.65 (0.27) 0.91 (0.20)
Roughnessa 0.03 (0.02) 0.06 (0.07) 0.34 (0.13) 0.28 (0.13) 0.18 (0.13) 0.20 (0.06) 0.33 (0.27) 0.48 (0.17)
Min Pitch 84.10 (8.77) 76.42 (6.08) 76.77 (2.92) 82.15 (21.60) 78.22 (6.70) 110.32 (113.67) 94.91 (58.97) 175.25 (159.30)
Max Pitch 550.12 (68.87) 576.93 (27.96) 323.18 (204.32) 325.41 (190.91) 481.08 (159.31) 533.28 (101.89) 463.95 (143.50) 438.74 (173.57)
Mean Pitch 252.48 (65.62) 266.44 (72.88) 164.11 (82.31) 164.84 (107.28) 244.50 (106.55) 259.82 (134.75) 235.14 (126.78) 266.69 (169.54)
Rate of SICb 0.31 (0.02) 0.27 (0.07) 0.30 (0.04) 0.26 (0.03) 0.32 (0.04) 0.30 (0.06) 0.31 (0.05) 0.31 (0.06)

a Roughness was normalized with minimum and maximum values of all stimuli.
b RMS energy (Xe�1) and Rate of spectral information change (Xe�2) values are presented using scientific notation.

Table 3
Confusion matrix of emotion recognition (% accuracy) for the vocal and musical sounds for the CI-users (Exp 1) and the normal hearing individuals for both the original and CI-
simulated conditions (Exp 2). When two emotions were rated equally, identification was rated undefined. Framed dotted values were not significantly different from chance
level (25%).
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For valence ratings, the ANOVA yielded similar results with a
significant Category� Emotion interaction (F (2.67, 26.74)¼ 6.28,
p< .005, h2

partial¼ .39; Huynh-Feldt corrected), as well as a main
effect of Emotion (F (3, 30)¼ 11.65, p< .001, h2

partial¼ .54), but not
of Category (F (1, 10)¼ 0.61, p¼ .45, h2

partial¼ .06). Post hoc tests
showed that happy vocal stimuli were thought to be significantly
more positive than fear and neutral stimuli (p< .05) andmarginally
more positive than sadness (p< .1). For the musical stimuli, the
same was observed only for the happy-fear comparison, t
(10)¼ 3.86, p< .05. Fear was also marginally more negative than
sadness (p< .1); no other comparison survived correction for
multiple comparisons.
Please cite this article in press as: Paquette, S., et al., Musical and vocal emo
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2.2.3. Confidence judgments
On average, participants were confident in their ratings

(M¼ 74.6%), with vocal fear (72.0%) and musical fear (68.3%)
obtaining the lowest average ratings in their categories. Performing
a similar analysis to those above on participants' confidence judg-
ments of their emotional ratings revealed a significant Cate-
gory� Emotion interaction (F (3, 30)¼ 3.50, p< .05, h2

partial¼ .26),
but no main effects of Emotion (F (1.60, 15.96)¼ 3.52, p¼ .06,
h2

partial¼ .26; Huynh-Feldt corrected) or Category (F (1, 10)¼ 3.97,
p¼ .07, h2

partial¼ .28). No significant post hoc tests explain this
interaction, but a trend is evident for CI-users to feel more confi-
dent when identifying happy and sad vocal stimuli compared to
tion perception for cochlear implants users, Hearing Research (2018),



Fig. 1. Raw arousal (x-axis) and valence (y-axis) ratings for both the vocal and musical stimuli presented for each experiment (Exp 1: A; Exp 2: B,C) by category, emotion (happy, sad,
fear, neutral) and for Exp 2 condition (original, CI-sim).
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vocal fear stimuli (both p-values< .09).

2.3. RESULTS - correlation of emotional judgments with acoustic
cues

To identify acoustic cues (Table 2) that CI participants relied on
to make their ratings, correlations by item (stimulus) were done
separately for each category (voice, music). Correlations were not
done separately for each emotion in order to take advantage of the
wide range of valence and arousal values provided by different
emotions (see correlation values in Table 4). Significant correlations
are described below.

2.3.1. Arousal
Significant correlations were observed between participants'

arousal ratings and timbral cues. Arousal ratings of the vocal and
musical stimuli negatively correlated with the energy of the stim-
uli. As for roughness, it seems to have been used only for the
musical stimuli, it correlated negativelywith the arousal judgments
of the musical stimuli only. Average stimulus pitch negatively
correlated with the arousal judgments of the musical stimuli. As for
temporal cues, the rate of SIC only correlated positively with the
arousal ratings of the vocal stimuli.

2.3.2. Valence
When sounds (vocal or musical) were presented to CI users, the

stimuli's energy and roughness negatively correlated with
Please cite this article in press as: Paquette, S., et al., Musical and vocal emo
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participant valence ratings. The rate of SIC only positively corre-
lated with valence ratings of the vocal stimuli.

In summary, Energy and Roughness were often used to make
both arousal and valence judgments. Pitch cues were involved in
arousal ratings for the musical stimuli and the rate of SIC for vocal
emotional ratings (for a summary of all correlations, see Table 4).

A possible confounding factor here is that we are analyzing the
acoustical cues presented in the stimuli, but as they go through the
CI processor we cannot quantify the sound signal that was actually
delivered by the implant. In order to directly assess the perceived
(and not presented) acoustical cues and the effect of their modu-
lation by the CI, a second study was done using CI simulation in
normal hearing individuals. In other words, using a CI simulation
model in normal hearing individuals enables us to assess the effect
of the implant processing algorithm within the same participants.
3. Experiment 2: identifying acoustic cues using cochlear
implant simulation

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Participants
Sixteen French and/or English-speaking participants (10 fe-

males) between the ages of 23 and 52 (M¼ 29) with no self-
reported hearing problems were recruited through our laboratory
participant mailing list. They had an average of 18.5 years of edu-
cation (SD¼ 3.4) and 5.1 years of musical training (SD¼ 5.4). All
tion perception for cochlear implants users, Hearing Research (2018),



Table 4
Pearson correlation values between extracted acoustic cues and emotional ratings (arousal and valence) in both experiments presented for each stimuli type (voice (40), Music
(80)) for the CI-users (Exp 1) and in normal hearing individuals for both the original and CI-simulated conditions (Exp 2). BOLD values are significant correlation common to
vocal and musical stimuli in their CI-simulated version. Framed dotted values are the significant correlation common to both Exp 1 and CI-sim in Exp 2.
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gave written informed consent for their participation in this
research, and the ethics committee of the Faculty of Arts and Sci-
ences of the University of Montr�eal approved the following
research protocol.

3.1.2. Stimuli
The same 120 stimuli used in the first experiment were also

used in this second experiment. They were presented in both their
original form and in a CI-simulated version (CI-sim condition),
processed through an 8-band noise vocoder developed to simulate
CI-hearing in normal hearing individuals. This procedure used the
cochlear implant simulation algorithm developed by Cousineau
and collaborators (2010), designed to equalize the pitch discrimi-
nation performance of normal hearing individuals with those of CI
users. This simulation has also been previously employed by our
group (Ahmed et al., 2017).

3.1.3. Procedure
Testing took place in a sound-treated booth and consisted of a

familiarization phase followed by the experimental protocol.
To familiarize participants with the sound of CI-sim stimuli, they

listened to vocal and music excerpts with and without CI-sim.
Participants were first presented with 11 spoken sentences from
the IEEE database (Rothauser et al., 1969) if they spoke English
(n¼ 12), and from the HINT database (Nilsson et al., 1994) if they
spoke French (n¼ 4). After hearing each sentence in the CI-sim
version, they were asked to repeat what they had heard and were
then presented with the sentence in its original condition. The
familiarization phase was repeated if participants could recognize
all the words of the last sentence (10 words long) or most (all the
Please cite this article in press as: Paquette, S., et al., Musical and vocal emo
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words �3) of at least five sentences. Next, participants heard seven
CI-sim 1-min excerpts of popular music (e.g. Michael Jackson e

Thriller, 1982). They were asked how familiar the song was on a
scale from “not familiar at all” to “extremely familiar” and then
asked if they could give the title of the song. They then heard the
original version. Familiar songs were played again until they were
identified correctly.

The same task as in the first experiment was performed by
normal hearing individuals. Participants first heard the 120 stimuli
in the CI-sim version and then in their original form. This order was
chosen to avoid an effect of prior exposure to the original version of
the stimuli, as that could bias the recognition and emotional ratings
of the CI simulated sounds. The main task was programmed as
previously using Psychtoolbox (Kleiner et al., 2007), but in this
experiment, the sound was delivered through BeyerDynamic DT
990 Pro headphones at 70 dB and the rating scales were presented
on an LG Flatron screen. The experiment was self-paced and the
complete session lasted, on average, 90min. To minimize fatigue,
participants were given short breaks after every 30 stimuli.

3.1.4. Data analysis
In the same manner as the first experiment, ratings on the four

emotion scales (happy, sad, fear, neutral) were converted to accu-
racy scores, with 0.8% of all ratings excluded because two emotions
were rated equally.

In this second experiment, to directly quantify the effect of the
CI simulation on emotional ratings, two types of difference scores
were computed (original minus CI-simulated) for each participant.
For accuracy scores, this subtraction (original minus CI-simulated)
was done with the accuracy score of each participant for each
tion perception for cochlear implants users, Hearing Research (2018),
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emotion in each category (vocal, musical). For arousal, valence and
confidence ratings, a difference score was calculated for each
stimulus (original minus CI-simulated). Because the scores ob-
tained for the confidence ratings showed different usage (ranges)
for each participant, these ratings were normalized using a z-score;
each participant's score was transformed with its average and
standard deviation to allow meaningful comparison. When appli-
cable, a HolmeBonferroni correction for multiple comparisons was
applied.

The same acoustical analyses performed on the 120 original
stimuli (Exp 1 and 2) were also performed on the 120 CI-sim stimuli
(average values for both are presented in Table 2).

3.2. RESULTS e effects of the simulation

3.2.1. Accuracy
Stimuli were well recognized in their original condition

(Table 3), except for the musical fear stimuli that were identified
less accurately, consistent with the validation study for these
stimuli (Paquette et al., 2013). As expected, CI-sim stimuli were less
well recognized than their original versions (see Table 3). The CI
simulation had an effect on all emotion identification; all difference
scores (original minus CI-sim) were significantly (p< .05) different
from 0 (null hypothesis). When presented through CI-sim, vocal
andmusical fear stimuli were not recognized above chance (voice: t
(15)¼ 1.88, p> .05; music: t (15)¼ 1.92, p> .05), nor were musical
sad stimuli (t (15)¼�0.81, p> .05; see Table 3).

In order to evaluate the effect of CI-sim on emotion recognition
accuracy, an ANOVA with Category (voice, music) and Emotion
(happy, sad, fear, neutral) as between-subject factors was
computed using the difference in accuracy between the original
and CI-sim ratings for each participant. A significant Cate-
gory� Emotion interaction was observed (F (3, 45)¼ 13.88,
p< .001, h2

partial¼ .48), as well as a main effect of Emotion (F (3,
45)¼ 8.75, p< .001, h2

partial¼ .37), but not of Category (F (1,
15)¼ 0.98, p¼ .34, h2

partial¼ .06).
Post hoc tests revealed that musical happy stimuli were more

affected by the CI-sim than their vocal equivalents (p< .005), while
the opposite was found for the fear stimuli, with vocal stimuli more
affected than their musical equivalents (p< .001; see Fig. 2). Sad
and neutral stimuli were not differently affected for vocal versus
musical categories (all p> .05).

3.2.2. Arousal and valence ratings
Valence and arousal are less distinguishable when presented

through CI-sim; happy, sad and fear emotions are rated as more
similar to neutral (Fig. 1BeC).

Separate ANOVAs were computed for the subtracted (original
minus CI-sim) arousal and valence ratings. For arousal, the ANOVA
with Category (voice, music) and Emotion (happy, sad, fear, neutral)
revealed a significant Category� Emotion interaction (F (3,
45)¼ 8.82, p< .001, h2

partial¼ .37) as well as a main effect of
Emotion (F (3, 45)¼ 14.43, p< .001, h2

partial¼ .49), but not of
Category (F (1, 15)¼ 0.33, p¼ .57, h2

partial¼ .02). Post hoc analyses
clarified that the arousal ratings for the music stimuli expressing
happiness were significantly more affected by the CI-sim than their
vocal equivalent (p< .05; see Fig. 3), while the other vocal and
musical emotional stimuli were similarly affected (all p-
values> .05).

In general, the CI-sim had little effect on the arousal ratings;
only the difference scores for the fear stimuli (vocal [d¼ 20.4]: t
(15)¼ 4.76, p< .001; musical [d¼ 12.9] t (15)¼ 3.47, p< .05) and
the musical happy stimuli (d ¼ 13.2; t (15)¼ 4.76, p< .001) were
significantly different from 0 (null hypothesis). All others were not
significantly affected (all p-values> .5).
Please cite this article in press as: Paquette, S., et al., Musical and vocal emo
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For valence ratings, the ANOVA yielded an interaction (F (3,
45)¼ 13.27, p< .001, h2

partial¼ .47) and two main effects (Category:
F (1, 15)¼ 101.78, p< .001, h2

partial¼ .87, and Emotion: F (3,
45)¼ 53.63, p< .001, h2

partial¼ .78). Post hoc tests revealed that
ratings of valence for negative vocal stimuli were significantly more
affected by the CI-sim than their musical counterparts (fear:
p< .005; sad: p< .001), and the opposite was found for the happy
stimuli, as musical stimuli were more affected than their vocal
equivalents (p< .05; see Fig. 4). Neutral vocal and musical stimuli
were similarly affected (non-significantly different; p¼ .75).

The CI-sim affected only some of the valence ratings. The
negative vocal stimuli (sad [d ¼ � 30:9]: t (15)¼�11.04, p< .001;
fear [d ¼ � 18:9]: t (15)¼�7.30, p< .001) and the happy (d ¼ 14:4;
t (15)¼ 7.04, p< .001) and neutral (d ¼ 7:4; t (15)¼ 3.75, p< .05)
music stimuli were significantly different from 0 (null hypothesis),
whereas all other differences (original minus CI-sim) in valence
were not significantly different from 0 (all p-values> .07).

3.2.3. Confidence judgments
For participants' confidence judgments of their emotional rat-

ings, only a main effect of Category (voice, music) was observed (F
(1, 15)¼ 22.00, p< .001, h2

partial¼ .60), indicating that participants
were generally less confident in their emotional ratings for the
musical stimuli. That said, all confidence ratings for every emotion
from every stimuli category were affected by the CI-sim, with all
difference scores significantly different from 0 (all p-values< .005;
all d > 12.3).

3.3. RESULTS - correlation of emotional judgments with acoustic
cues

In order to determine which perceived acoustic cues normal
hearing individuals used to make their emotional judgments dur-
ing the CI-sim condition, average ratings (arousal, and valence) of
each stimulus were correlated with each stimulus's previously
extracted acoustic cues (average values are presented in Table 2).

All correlations by item (stimulus) were done separately for
each category (voice, music) and version (original, CI-sim), but
again, not by emotion in order to utilize the variety of valence and
arousal values provided by different emotions. Significant correla-
tions are presented below (for all correlation values see Table 4).
Interpretations are grouped by category or version of stimuli for
efficacy.

3.3.1. Arousal
Several correlations were observed between participants'

arousal ratings and timbral cues. Brightness (amount of energy
above 3000 Hz) positively correlated with arousal ratings: the
brighter a stimulus was, the more arousing the sound was rated,
regardless of category and version. Arousal ratings of the original
musical stimuli were also negatively correlated with their average
amount of energy. This disparity from the correlation with bright-
ness can be explained by the fact that the stimuli with the least
variation in energy (neutral) had, on average, the highest energy
(see Table 2). Similarly, when sounds (vocal or musical) were pre-
sented through the CI-sim, stimulus energy negatively correlated
with participants' arousal ratings. As for roughness, it was used
differently to rate the specific version of each stimulus category; it
correlated positively with the arousal judgments of the original
musical stimuli and negatively with those of the CI-sim vocal
stimuli.

For the most part, pitch cues positively correlated with arousal
judgments of the original vocal and musical stimuli, with
maximum pitch and average pitch showing significant relation-
ships. Interestingly, pitch values were also used to judge the CI-sim
tion perception for cochlear implants users, Hearing Research (2018),
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Fig. 3. Average effect of the CI simulation on arousal ratings presented for each emotion (happy, sad, fear, neutral) and stimuli type (voice, music). Error bars represent ± 1 standard
deviation.
*¼ p < .05.
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versions; maximum and average pitch were positively correlated
with the arousal judgments of the vocal stimuli andminimumpitch
was negatively correlated with the musical stimuli.

As for temporal cues, the rate of SIC only correlated positively
with the arousal ratings of the musical stimuli (in both the original
and CI-sim versions), but surprisingly, not with the vocal stimuli.
3.3.2. Valence
When sounds (vocal or musical) were presented through the CI-

sim, the stimuli's energy and roughness negatively correlated with
participant valence ratings. As for the pitch cues, in this case, they
were only used to rate the musical stimuli: maximum pitch and
average pitch positively correlated with the valence ratings for the
original musical stimuli and minimum pitch negatively correlated
with the ratings for their CI-sim versions. The rate of SIC only
positively correlated with valence ratings of the original vocal
stimuli.

In summary, pitch cues were used to make both arousal and
valence judgments, but few were common to both voice and music
Please cite this article in press as: Paquette, S., et al., Musical and vocal emo
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in their CI-sim version. Furthermore, brightness and energy were
related to arousal ratings, and roughness and energy to the valence
ratings for both musical and vocal stimuli in their CI-sim versions
(for a summary of all correlations, see Table 4).
4. Correlations and observations CI (Exp 1) VS. CI-sim (Exp 2)

Even though these data sets were not part of the same experi-
ment and participants were not matched, comparing how stimuli
were perceived by CI users and by normal hearing individuals un-
der CI simulation conditions can shed light on our results. In order
to allow meaningful comparison, analyses were performed by item
(stimuli). An average accuracy score and arousal/valence rating for
eachmusical and vocal stimuli were computed for the CI user group
and the CI-sim group. These scores were then compared using
Pearson correlations and paired sample t-test (the exact same
stimuli were used in both experiments).

Accuracy scores for each stimulus correlated between experi-
ments (CI user and CI-sim) for the vocal (r (40)¼ 0.56, p< .001) and
tion perception for cochlear implants users, Hearing Research (2018),
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musical (r (80)¼ 0.34, p< .005) stimuli and were not significantly
different (both p-values >. 08). Valence ratings of each stimulus also
correlated between the two experiments for the vocal (r
(40)¼ 0.73, p< .001) and musical (r (80)¼ 0.35, p< .005) stimuli.
Ratings were also not significantly different for the vocal stimuli (t
(39)¼ 0.28, p¼ .78), but the CI-sim musical stimuli were generally
perceived as more negative by normal hearing individuals under
CI-sim (t (79)¼ 2.67, p< .01). Similar results were observed for
arousal ratings for the vocal stimuli; ratings from each experiment
correlated with each other (r (40)¼ 0.47, p< .005), but the CI-sim
stimuli were generally perceived as less arousing by normal hear-
ing individuals under CI-sim. Arousal ratings for themusical stimuli
in each experiment did not correlate with each other (r (80)¼ 0.17,
p¼ .12) and were significantly different (t (79)¼ 5.16, p< .001),
where again CI-sim stimuli were generally perceived as less
arousing by normal hearing individuals under CI-sim.

Of interest here, two timbral cues (energy and roughness;
framed dotted values in Table 4) correlated with valence ratings of
both the CI users (Exp 1) and normal hearing individuals in the CI-
sim condition (Exp 2). The same was true for the amount of energy
in the stimuli and the arousal ratings.

A noticeable difference in observed correlations between the
two experiments is that brightness (amount of energy above
3000 Hz) does not seem to correlate with CI users' arousal rating,
which is logical since CI users have greater difficulty discerning
pitch differences at higher frequencies (Zeng, 2004). From a tech-
nical point of view, cochlear implant processors are limited in
bandwidth and usually do not process the full frequency spectrum
but rather significantly cut the high frequencies (Shannon, 1992;
Shannon et al., 1995), thus restricting the range of brightness
related information available to CI users. This acoustical cue
(brightness) was highly correlated with the arousal ratings from
normal hearing individuals under CI-sim. This could explain why
the arousal ratings of the musical stimuli did not correlate across
experiments and why Ambert-Dahan et al. (2015) also observed a
deficit of arousal perception for musical excerpts in their CI-
population.

Also, unlike normal hearing individuals under CI-sim who uti-
lized pitch cues for emotion ratings in the vocal domain, CI-users
seem to have relied on temporal cues (rate of Spectral Informa-
tion Change) for emotion ratings in the vocal domain.
Please cite this article in press as: Paquette, S., et al., Musical and vocal emo
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5. Discussion

In these experiments, we directly compared the perception of
vocal and musical emotions in cochlear implant users using com-
parable short bursts of emotions (Exp 1) and also used cochlear
implant simulation in healthy subjects (Exp 2) to examine how
auditory emotion perception (recognition, valence, and arousal) is
affected by cochlear implant listening. Despite many concerns in
the literature regarding the use of CI simulation to study CI
perception, in this particular case of auditory emotion processing,
we find that the response profiles of CI users are highly similar to
those of normal hearing participants listening through simulation,
both for music and vocal emotions; with the exception (as previ-
ously mentioned) of arousal ratings of musical stimuli. By showing
similar behavioral responses between CI users and simulations and
by allowing the direct comparison of normal-mode versus implant-
mode in normal hearing participants, we are offering a unique
approach to assess parametric manipulations of acoustic cues that
could be extended to other aspects of CI research.

This careful examination allowed us to identify that timbral
acoustic cues (energy, and roughness) are used to perceive both
vocal and musical emotions, even under CI conditions, as they
correlated with participants' arousal and valence ratings in both
experiments. Since emotion recognition is dependent on both
arousal and valence appraisal, emotion recognition is most likely
the result of multidimensional processing (Bigand et al., 2005).
Including both arousal and valence ratings, these timbral acoustic
cuesmay be at the centre of auditory emotion perception for the CI-
user. Still, as observed in the CI literature (e.g. Nakata et al., 2012),
not all emotions were identified above chance by CI-users (Exp 1)
and under CI-simulation (Exp 2). In our case, happy stimuli ob-
tained the highest recognition accuracy in all experiments and
stimulus categories, but our participants did not identify fear
stimuli (most often confused with neutral stimuli) and musical sad
stimuli above chance.

The stimuli used in our study allowed us to measure variable
degrees of arousal and valence. Even with only one positive
emotion (happiness), limiting the number of positive stimuli in
each category made them more salient, while multiple negative
emotions could have reduced the ability of participants to
discriminate them. Yet, in linewith the results reported by Paquette
and collaborators (2013) for these same stimuli, the arousal and
tion perception for cochlear implants users, Hearing Research (2018),
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valence ratings obtained here for the original stimuli (Exp 2) fit well
with a two-dimensional representation of emotions, with happy
stimuli conveying positive and arousing emotions, fear stimuli
conveying negative and arousing emotions (for the most part), sad
stimuli conveying moderately arousing and negative emotions, and
the neutral stimuli conveying an emotional valence that is neither
positive nor negative with little arousal. Regarding this aspect, for
CI-users (Exp 1) and for normal hearing participants under CI
simulation (Exp 2), all emotions were less differentiable; they
tended to cluster more around the neutral position than in their
original version. This neutralization seemed to generally affect the
most arousing stimuli: musical happy stimuli, vocal fear stimuli
(valence and arousal rating) and musical fear stimuli (arousal
ratings).

Some acoustic cues were used for emotion recognition for both
music and voice in their original form (brightness, mean-pitch,
max-pitch, rate of SIC). Of interest here is that some acoustic cues
of the stimuli were used for both categories (voice, music) in CI
conditions (timbral/spectro-temporal properties: energy, rough-
ness) tomake arousal and valence judgments. Timbral cues seem to
be important when pitch perception is degraded. The same cues are
known to be used by amusic individuals, who also experience a
congenital pitch perception deficit, albeit in a milder form (Hyde
and Peretz, 2004; Vuvan et al., 2017), to make emotional judg-
ments (Gosselin et al., 2015).

Hence, teaching CI users to focus on these acoustic cues could
help emotion discrimination in the CI-user population. Such
training might make it possible for CI users to identify the highly
important, yet poorly recognized, fear stimuli.

CI users can, to some extent, differentiate instrumental timbres
on qualitative scales (e.g. dull to brilliant; Gfeller et al., 2002c). Of
most relevance here is that CI users who undergo music rehabili-
tation demonstrate improved timbre identification from baseline
with increases in their subjective appraisal of music (Gfeller et al.,
2002b). The current study supports the idea that timbre discrimi-
nation (musical) training might also improve emotion perception/
discrimination in both the musical and vocal domains. Although
speech processors can always be improved (Rubinstein and Hong,
2003), for instance, specific algorithms detecting relevant
emotional features (energy, roughness) could be included in future
speech processors, arguably music-based interventions focused on
timbre, where these features (energy, roughness) could be
emphasized may be employed to improve emotion perception and
regulation in current and future users. It may also help social
functioning in CI children during development.

Further neurobehavioral studies should be done with CI users
using a similar approach to compare musical and vocal emotions,
first to assess how the mechanisms (neural markers) involved in
vocal and musical emotional processing are affected by the im-
plantation, and second to directly evaluate the effects of timbre
discrimination training on auditory emotion perception. Once we
have a better understanding of these mechanisms using short
bursts of basic auditory emotions (de-contextualized stimuli), it will
become important to move towards more complex stimuli (e.g.,
longer music excerpts, with more complex variations of pitch,
harmony, rhythm, timbre and amplitude over time); these may be
more difficult to interpret, but more accurately reflect the natural
music listening context.

In summary, our results contribute to the characterization of the
emotion perception impairment of cochlear implant users and
bring forward common timbral acoustic cues (energy and rough-
ness) as instrumental for emotion perception (regardless of stim-
ulus category) when pitch perception is degraded. This suggests
that specific attention should be given to these cues in the design of
cochlear implant processors and/or rehabilitation protocols in
Please cite this article in press as: Paquette, S., et al., Musical and vocal emo
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order to improve emotion perception in this population. Last, but
not least, this study demonstrates that, although sometimes
controversial, the use of CI simulations models, in this specific case
of auditory emotions, appears as a valid and effective approach to
study emotionperception in cochlear implant users, opening up the
possibility of manipulating several features parametrically and
directly comparing the effect of the implant processing algorithm
within the same participants.
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